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and•scape: Redefining Landscapes from the UWM Art Collection is a group exhibition curated by graduate
students in Introduction to Art Museum Studies II. As the instructor, I know that the effort students invested
cannot be overstated. It’s hard to curate a show. It’s madness to put together a show with eleven curators in
ten weeks! To be graded on the entire ordeal requires exceptional courage.
I commend the students on an innovative and provocative show. Land • scape pushes the boundaries of art
interpretation and curation while strengthening the Emile H. Mathis Art Gallery’s focus on teaching, learning,
research, and engagement. Land • scape embarks from a conceptual starting point instead of focusing on
an artist, on a recent round of acquisitions, or on a specific movement. ‘Landscape’ here isn’t a “romantic”
painting genre (see page 5). It’s a representation of how we locate ourselves in space and how artists capture
the tensions between space, bodies, and time. I applaud our students for their endurance in this challenge and
recommend to our viewers multiple, contemplative visits. The four approaches to landscape here are sure to
change the way we think about the places, things, and art around us because the show’s themes are informed
by diverse disciplines.
I am grateful for the students’ good spirits during this exploration. We thank the Department of Art History
and the UWM Graduate School for their generous support of this exhibition. Thanks to Leigh Mahlik, academic
curator of the UWM Art Collection, for her unfailing support of our students. Thanks to professor Jennifer
Johung for encouraging students to think critically about museum theory and practice in Introduction to Art
Museum Studies I. We are grateful to the many donors who provided the works in the show. Special thanks
to Liliana Hermosilla Rosenthal and Joel Rosenthal for introducing us to the work of Chilean artist Carlos
Hermosilla and for loaning us two of his pieces, which we share here with you. Explore and enjoy.
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Land·scape

INTRODUCTION

Noun
A representation of land that functions to locate objects
in space in relation to bodies in, on, or as a part of that
space.1

Introduction
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andscapes are described with a thousand different
words and images in modern Western discourse.
Exploration of landscape – including the production
of landscape art – is a critical component of our
current age as one thinks about and locates oneself
in the world.2 Each of us has an individual perspective
on our own and others’ locations in the world, so ‘the
landscape’ is a necessarily subjective construction
that is dependent upon a viewer’s perspective.3
Accordingly, landscapes are brought about through

Fig. 1 Jaques Villon, Landscape, n.d.

interactions: the artist capturing the land, subjects
acting on the land, the land influencing subjects,
or the interaction between the observed and the
observer as th latter gazes upon land or landscape

1

2

In this exhibition, the classical tradition of landscape
art is reassessed and expanded to challenge what can
be defined as a “landscape.” Art is presented through
four lenses: Deconstructed Landscape, Ephemeral
Embodiment of Landscape, Power and Landscape,
and Body as Landscape. Each lens reconceptualizes
landscape by highlighting subjective design elements
of layout, abstraction, and depth of field that affect
and change the perception of one’s surroundings.
The processes of perception highlighted in this show
allow artworks to be transformed into abstractions of
the environment, and thus myriad of individualized
“landscapes.” It is this subjective aspect of landscapes
that binds the four lenses together.
Humans and their environments have complex
and dynamic relationships. Artists capture these
relationships within the boundaries of their artistic
creations. By displaying artistic landscapes that are

Fig. 2. Unknown Persian
Artist, Ceramic Tile,
ca. 19th C.

deconstructed, ephemeral and embodied, that depict
negotiations of power between humans and nature
and that are rooted in human bodies, this exhibition
pushes the viewer to consider new definitions of
landscape.

THE BOUNDARIES OF
LANDSCAPE SCHOLARSHIP
“... For what is Nature?... She is our creation...things
are because we see them and what we see, and how
we see it depends on the Arts that have influenced
us. To look at a thing is very different from seeing a
thing.”
		
Oscar Wilde, The Decay of Lying
Fig. 3. Unknown Persian
Artist, Ceramic Tile,
ca. 19th C.

P

eople compose landscapes when they view,
interpret, and document the land within the
boundaries of artistic media. These margins do not
inherently exist as part of nature and they only
manifest in connection with the beings who interact

with nature.4 he transformation of land (space), into
a landscape (place), coincides with the process of
observation - a form of active participation in one’s
environment. This transformation begins when one
looks at land and immediately begins assessing,
contextualizing, and transforming what they see by
applying meaning to it.5 This mental adaptation of a
space into a place can later manifest into a physical
rendering as an artwork. Artists capture a segment
of the observed and transform it into a composed
landscape; this imposes artificial boundaries on
the space that appear natural in landscape art,
even though they, in fact, human constructions.6
These contrived borders enact the concept of
visualism, or a bias toward vision, within landscape
art.7 The boundaries of landscape artworks reflect
the interpretations and images manifested in the
individual perspective of the spectator.8
The aesthetic experience of a landscape is a
multi-sensory experience of space and place.
Maurice Merleaux-Ponty’s philosophical concept
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art. In all cases, the land is transformed by viewers
into landscapes imbued with meaning.

3

The diversity of landscape art is a testament to the
subjectivity of the landscape. Artists’ innumerable
perspectives from countless different vistas inspire
both traditional and challenging creations. In turn,
this variety of landscape art elicits still more unique
experiences for individual viewers. In both instances,
the experience is subjective to the beholder.

Introduction
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espite a recent growing interest by art historians
to exhibit, re-evaluate, and broaden the genre
that is the landscape however, many institutions
still resort back to traditional lenses for landscape
exhibitions. These educational institutions tend to
present the history of landscapes as a romantic genre
accompanied by supplemental materials to “travel
back in time” or to document the environmental
effects humans have on the land. Rarely do museums
explore the definition of the genre itself.

Fig. 4. Tom Secrest, Untitled, 1975

For example, the exhibit Romantic Gardens: Nature,
Art, and Landscape Design (Morgan Library and
Museum, NY 2010) featured and examined “influential
texts and works of art, providing a compelling
overview of ideas championed by the Romantics.”9
Drawn from the Morgan’s holdings of manuscripts,
drawings, and rare books, the exhibition aimed to
project “artistic creativity and intellectual ferment

of the era” through the juxtaposition of landscape
paintings and literature.10 The didactic planning of
this exhibition was meant to link multiple forms
of media, but it did not largely explore the dense
meaning implied by landscape. Land•scape shares a
didactic approach with Romantic Gardens and also
aims to connect multiple forms of media for exploring
landscapes. However, Land•scape goes further by
exploring multiple definitions of landscape.
Two shows that inspire this conceptual exploration
are Landscapes and the Unbuilt (Genessee Land
Trust, Rochester, NY 2016) and Landscape:
Recent Acquisitions (MoMA 2006). Landscapes
and the Unbuilt’s two-part exhibition paired nine
Rochester- based artists with nine Genesee Land
Trust conserved properties and presented two new
sculptural installations to “reflect artist interactions
with land and natural places.”11 The focus of the
exhibition was the environment and how humans
have affected it thus far. However, with the inclusion
of installations that respond to the site and highlight

Introduction
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NEW LANDSCAPE
EXHIBITIONS TAKING ROOT

of Phenomenology directs us to study bodily
experiences in the first person, engaging with
the surroundings and being conscious of these
sensory stimuli in the context of the viewer. One’s
memories inform one’s understanding of these
sensory stimuli by recalling prior experiences in the
world. This process imbues the land and space with
personal meaning. These momentary landscapes and
interpretations, caught in the mind’s eye, are fleeting
as our gaze continuously move about the space
before us, taking in new stimuli. The viewer, when
looking at the land, engages with these consecutive
fragmentary landscapes while inspiration and memory
compose and recompose landscapes from the land.

5

Fig. 5. Harvey Breverman, Figure with Tallis XII, 1967
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The re-conceptualizations of Land•scape most
resemble the insights of the 2006 MoMA exhibition,
Landscape: Recent Acquisitions. This 2006 acquisition
exhibition differed from traditional landscape
exhibitions by analyzing “a man’s presence in the
land.”12 Built around recently acquired artworks, this
MoMA exhibition suggests a “variety of approaches
to describing a man’s presence in the land.”13 One
featured artist, Olafur Eliasson, developed a body
of work that explores “natural phenomena and the
spatial and perceptual experiences they engender.”14
The artist describes his photographs, sculptural,
and light installations as “phenomena-producers.”

Land•scape extends the phenomenological
approach of the MoMA show. Utilizing the UWM
Art Collection, this exhibition aims to reflect on
Eliasson’s inspirations to help the audience create
their own “phenomena-producers” by experiencing,
piecing together, and redefining landscape art. It is
this exhibition, and the corresponding artists, that
resonates most with themes explored in Land•scape:
Redefining Landscapes from the UWM Art Collection.

Fig. 6. Helmut Summ, Untitled, n.d.
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Introduction

the many ways in which the landscape inspires artists,
the exhibition’s theme sparked the question, what
were the artists’ intentions? The exhibition attempted
to answer this question by exploring the artist’s
agency with non-traditional, yet powerful landscapes.
Land•scape follows this show’s lead specifically
by juxtaposing both familiar and non-traditional
landscapes.

7

DECONSTRUCTED
De·con·struct·ed Land·scape
Noun
A landscape reduced to its constituent parts for
viewers to reconstruct it based on their subjective
perceptions.

“In a world constructed as nature, each object is
a self-contained entity, interacting with others
through some kind of external contact. But in a
landscape, each component enfolds within its essence the totality of each and every other.”
Tim Ingold, “The Temporality of Landscape”

8

“It seems right to acknowledge that it is our shaping perception that makes the difference between
raw matter and landscape.”

Verb
Reduce (something) to its constituent parts in order to
reinterpret it.15

		

Simon Schama, Landscape and Memory

L

andscape is not only a subjective creation of an
artist rendering the land into art, but is also a
construction of those who would view the resultant
art.16 In both instances, the land is transformed by a
viewer to create a landscape imbued with meaning.17
The opening installation of Land•scape: Redefining
Landscapes from the UWM Art Collection recreates
this constructive experience of the natural world.
“Deconstructed Landscapes” presents works
portraying isolated elements typically found in
landscape art. All these elements exist as their own
entities but also come together to create a larger
whole.18 As such, the artworks in this section are

Fig. 7. Lowell Nesbitt, Moonscape, 1969

displayed salon-style. With little negative space
between the singular artworks, a whole composition
of the component parts is created across the wall.
Images of trees, flowers, fields, water sources, roads,
skies, animals, people, and more are self-contained
within their own frames while also interacting across
their respective frames.

Deconstructed Landscape

Deconstructed Landscape

De·con·struct

This section highlights the manufactured nature
of landscape art by breaking down a landscape
into its component parts and by pushing viewers
to participate in reconstructing them into new
landscapes with personal significance. One’s eyes
move across the gallery wall, focusing on different
combinations of works, then recombining the many
works in diverse ways.19 Every moment brings a new
landscape composed by the viewer and a different
configuration based on the viewer’s prerogative. As
one observes land and landscape art from a distinct
viewpoint, personal aesthetics further inform what
vistas and works are captured. The personal histories
of an individual influence how they construct, react,
and experience the scene.20 Within the landscape,
the spectator emerges as a participant in the space
around them, taking a dual role as observer and
creator.21 It is in the continual shift between viewer
and creator where new understandings of the
landscape are forged. No longer an outsider looking
in, the participant becomes reflexively aware of the
landscape and their role in its creation.

9

Deconstructed Landscape
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Fig. 8. Charles Thwaites, Century Plant, 1942

The raw material of landscapes is three dimensional
and multi-sensory. This arrangement of artworks
utilizes depth and space within the gallery itself so
that viewers can inhabit the space and uncover new
vistas in the round, mimicking outdoor encounters

Fig. 9. Unknown
Japanese Artist,
Sunrise Over
Waves, 1965

with our surroundings.24 he first portion of the Emile
H. Mathis Art Gallery is split down the middle with the
north wall featuring Lowell Nesbitt’s Moonscape from
1969 (fig. 7) and the south wall presenting Sunrise
Over Waves (fig. 9), by an Unknown Japanese Artist.
These elements represent day and night, creating
a dialogue across the gallery. As focal points, each
also shapes the landscapes around them. The other
artworks become tied to these anchoring works,
influencing how the rest of the landscape elements
might be perceived.

To the north, Nesbitt’s Moonscape looms over
artworks of muted tones of blues and grays,
occasionally allowing pops of bright colors to
penetrate the scene as animal life springs forth.
Recalling an evening game of hide and seek, the long
foliage leaves of Charles Thwaites’ 1942 painting,
Century Plant (fig. 8), emerge from the hidden
shadowed underbrush, reaching for the illumination
of the moonlight as a stream gurgles nearby.
Standing in contrast to the north wall, the warmth of
the sun over a body of water in Sunrise Over Waves
may bring to mind the taste of salt water in the air
on the south wall. Hear the echo of the bird from
Colin Self’s Blackbird II (fig. 10), as it flies overhead
before becoming obscured by the trees lining a lush
walkway.
Throughout the history of landscape art, artists have
captured the land to transform a space into a place.
This section facilitates a participatory experience
that emphasizes the role of viewers as creators.

Deconstructed Landscape

In order to highlight the role of one’s individual
viewpoint, Land•scape offers audiences viewfinders,
a framing tool utilized by artists, in order to more
easily “capture” discrete landscapes from these many
works. The borders of the viewing tool stand in for
the parameters applied to the land when an artist
captures a landscape. Now the viewer, rather than
the artist, imposes boundaries on the landscape.
A spectator’s gaze is vital to the completion of the
landscape, applying meaning and significance to the
installation based on their own predilection, aesthetic
taste, experiences, and memory.22 The individual
elements morph into an integral landscape by being
grouped and observed. This section reverts artworks
back into “raw matter” for the audience to remake,
once again, into “landscape.”23

11

Each fleeting landscape captured by viewers within
a viewfinder recalls other landscapes waiting to be
remembered, observed, and experienced. Then, as the
viewer moves deeper into the gallery, the landscape
is lost but for the memory.

E·phem·er·al

EPHEMERAL EMBODIMENT

Deconstructed Landscape

Ephemeral Embodiment of Landscape

Adjective
Lasting for a very short time.25

Em·bod·i·ment
Noun
The representation or expression of something in a
tangible or visible form.26

E·phem·er·al Em·bod·i·ment of Land·scape
Noun
The act of subjectively constructing landscapes
through embodied experiences.

“A place owes its character to the experiences it
affords to those who spend time there.”
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Fig. 10. Colin Self, Blackbird II, from Prelude to 1000
Temporary Objects of our Time, 1971

-Tim Ingold, “The Temporality of Landscape.”

Fig. 11. Stanley Jones, Untitled, 1969.
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phemeral Embodiment of Landscape,” the
second section of the show, specifically
explores the relationship of time to landscape. Land
becomes landscape, or is embodied, when perceived
by a viewer. Because the act of perception is dynamic,
each landscape is embodied - as a perception in the
mind of the viewer - in an ephemeral way. This section
has viewers ‘find’ the landscape to experience a
change in what they find as the dynamic environment
of the gallery changes.
Given that experiences are ephemeral, and
landscapes are defined by those experiences,
landscapes are also ephemeral. Each encounter
within a space is reflective of the conditions of
the space during the moments of experience. As
environmental conditions change, so changes the
landscape. The experiences that produce landscapes
are both “of the moment” and as “extends forward
and backward in time and place.” 27 Consequently,
landscapes highlight the plurality of experience and
perception.

By enveloping the end of the first room in the Emile
H. Mathis Art Gallery with non-traditional landscape
works, this section aims to draw the viewer in in
new and exciting ways. Abstract, expressive, and
layered qualities of the works in this section evoke
the nested, non-linear, and dynamic production of
landscapes. These qualities also draw attention to the

Fig. 12. Ron Schrubbe, Bright Stillness on a Child Dawn, 1973.

subjective interpretation, expression, and experience
of landscape by viewers.
Here we see Bright Stillness on a Child Dawn by Ron
Schrubbe (fig. 12), Untitled by Stanley Jones (fig. 11)
and Greens Bed by Steve Rademan (fig 13). These
large-scale, abstract works provide an immersive
viewing experience. The layered compositions of
the artworks prompt the viewer to seek, find, and
rediscover landscapes in their canvases as curves,
lines, and forms connect and reconnect.
Schrubbe creates a largescale, immersive
environment filled with deep purples and calming
blues in Bright Stillness on a Child Dawn. What can
be found in the painting depends on the viewer’s
initial experience with the piece. The act of finding
landscapes in layered compositions is analogous to
finding shapes in the clouds. Layering is emphasized
in the work’s transition from an empty background to
an animated foreground of clouds. The color palette
implies a celestial environment and chiaroscuro is

employed to suggest recession into space.
Jones’ Untitled is an excellent example of layered
verticality. Forms suggestive of dense, multi-colored
trees hint at more traditional landscapes within
this non-traditional section of the show. Untitled’s
combination of warm and cool tones helps to break
apart the composition and add depth to the scene.
Yet the shifting light and reverberating sounds of the
gallery space cultivate multiple experiences of the
piece.
In 1976, Rademan created Greens Bed - a reflective
image - by incorporating layer upon layer of greens,
blues, and yellows. By emphasizing layered patches of
color Rademan created the illusion of depth. The way
the circles stack, flow, and separate from one another
could appear like a rippling pond or a puddle on a
busy city street. The multiplicity of interpretations
that this work invites recalls the nesting of time
frames and experiences in landscapes.

Ephemeral Embodiment of Landscape

Ephemeral Embodiment of Landscape

“E
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Ephemeral Embodiment of Landscape

Pow·er
Noun
Strength and force exerted by something or someone28

Power and Landscape
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POWER

Does Bright Stillness on a Child Dawn represent a
cloudscape, or mountains with a purple-blue sky, or
even a powdery snowstorm? Does Greens Bed depict
a lily pond, or a reflection found in a puddle on a city
street? The answer is yes.

Pow·er and Land·scape
Additive Phrase

Fig. 13. Steve Rademan, Greens Bed, 1976

Landscape as representation of land that comes about
through the creative power of the artist capturing
the interactions that manifest between humanity and
nature.
Fig. 14. Robert Von Neumann, Haying Before the Storm, n.d.

O

bserving a landscape can leave a viewer struck
by the power of nature or by humanity’s power
over it. Artists exert power over both humanity and
the land by capturing them – or their relationship – in

various media. “Power and Landscape” explores these
three elements of power: nature’s power to intervene
in human affairs, humanity’s power to intervene in
nature, and the artist’s power to arrest this dynamism

17
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Scholar Alison Byerly considers the relationship
of power and landscape in her article, “The Uses
of Landscape: The Picturesque Aesthetic and the
National Park System.” Byerly asserts that, “the
feeling of awe...inspired by a ‘sublime’ scene depends
on the spectator’s sense of its dominant power and
its ability to call forth a visionary grasp of infinity.”29
The inspirational power that landscapes stir in the
viewer/artist comes from an exertion of power by
nature itself. The artist then exerts their own power
to “aestheticize” the landscape which removes it
from the realm of nature and transforms it into an
object of artistic consumption.30 The artist’s choices
can highlight nature’s power, emphasize humanity’s
power to intervene in the land, or underline the
negotiation of power between the two.
Nature’s power is frequently displayed in its ferocious
storms, towering mountains, and vast seas. These
images present humans as infinitesimal figures

us, landscape is a cultural and social construction that
signifies and symbolizes power relations.31 The artist’s
power lies in the choices they make in creating a
microcosm for the viewer.
The works in this section explore these three
interrelated forces: nature’s, humanity’s, and the
artist’s. This web of power connects these artworks
and encourages viewers to contemplate the concept
of power in all its iterations as they observe these
pieces. Viewers are prompted to reconsider the oftenbenign depictions of landscapes in art and the power
we wield in the landscapes of our own lives.
Fig. 15. Sheba Jacobson, Mountain Home, 1960’s

subjected to nature’s indiscriminate wrath. Humanity
responds to the power of nature by exercising
its own abilities in attempts to tame nature -through agriculture, domestication, transportation,
architectural intervention, and more. Between these
two sources of power, nature and humanity, resides a
third force: that of the artist. As WJT Mitchell reminds

Robert von Neumann’s Haying Before the Storm
mezzotint (fig. 14) demonstrates the delicate
symbiosis between the forces of nature and humanity.
The composition is dominated by the women of the
foreground who rake in a field created entirely by
human intervention. In fact, all the land on view has
been altered by human agency. Overhead, dark storm
clouds coalesce and imbue a sense of urgency to

the scene. The humans must complete their haying
before the impending storm. They are subject to
the timeline of nature’s power. Nature, on the other
hand, is subjected to humanity’s alteration through
cultivation.
Sheba Jackson’s Mountain Home (fig. 15)
demonstrates humanity’s ingenious power to live
among nature and bend its conditions for human
benefit. The abstract painting conveys many homes
that have been cut into the inhospitable side of a
cliff face, transforming a foreboding aspect of nature
into a colonized home. Due to the abstract nature of
the piece, viewers can perceive the various elements
of the composition as different features. The lines
are blurred between the hints of architecture, rock,
vegetation, and sky.
Auguste Brouet’s imaginative Landscape (Untitled)
(fig. 16) depicts the interplay of human and natural
forces. It serves as an example of the artist’s power to
choose what to emphasize -- in this case the power

Power and Landscape

Power and Landscape

in landscape compositions.
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Fig. 16. Auguste Brouet, Landscape (Untitled), 1900

of nature. A mass of vegetation forms a wave that
threatens to consume a small structure with slow,
creeping growth. The man-made structure in the
distance is already a ruin being reclaimed by nature.
Nature’s triumph is symbolized by the small creature

20

Landscapes necessarily imply a power relationship
between humans and the environment. Such
connections are forged through human intervention
in the landscape and the landscape’s intervention
in human lives. In artworks, this power dynamic
can be depicted by creating action and movement
with brushstroke and compositional choices. This
negotiation of power can also be represented by
capturing the historic, social, and political impacts of
human activity on the land and vice versa.
These different iterations of power shape our
perceptions of landscapes. This lens allows us to
form new readings of works of art that may have
initially seemed straightforward. Observing the
powerful forces at work in these compositions
encourages us to consider the powers at work in our

own worlds. How do these relationships of power,
between humanity and nature, manifest in our life?
What human interventions into the environment
are visible? Are they positive or negative? What
interventions do you make in nature? This approach
to landscape prompts a deeper understanding of both
the art in front of the viewer and the world around
them.

Power and Landscape

Power and Landscape

in the foreground posed without fear of the vegetal
wave. Brouet’s artistic choices highlight his power
as an artist to choose to convey the dominance of
nature in this work.

21

BODY
Bo·dy

Body as landscape

Noun
The main part of something: organism, writing, object,
or person. Usually physical.32

Bo·dy as Land·scape
Adverbial Phrase
When the body is altered, abstracted, layered and
fractured into design and sensory elements that create
a visually and distinct human-scape.

A

human body contains naturally formed design
elements such as contours, shapes, planes,
curvilinear, and rectilinear forms of organic material.
As with bodies, these elements are also crucial
components of landscapes. Accordingly, the domain
of artistic landscapes can include the human body:

22

Fig. 17. Leopoldo Mendez, Tengo Sed (“I’m Thirsty”), 1948

an organic mimesis of design. Design strategies
like abstraction and depth of field can affect how
we perceive images of the human body. So human
figures can be transformed into representations of
land formations. Conversely, humans can modify

The aesthetic experiences of the body – whether
observed or lived – resonates with a multi-sensory
approach to landscape. In the Oxford Encyclopedia
of Aesthetics, emphasis is placed on the somatic
dimensions of visual experience, suggesting for
example that, “appreciation of a natural landscape
may involve the tightening of salt drying on one’s skin
after a dip in the ocean, the grit of sand under one’s
feet, and the texture of seaweed or shells one collects
on the beach.”33 This phenomenological approach
focuses on what can be “experienced in our ‘life
world’” through self-awareness of the body and the
landscapes bodies inhabit.34

In art, the body often becomes an aesthetic
experiential landscape. To become conscious of
the physicality of space involves materially moving
through that space and creating new experiences.
This corporeal movement involves motion and rest
that create new landscapes with every pose, gesture,
and emotion. These actions can cause the artist
and the viewer to focus on individual parts instead
of entire bodies. Recombining these parts actively
initiates landscapes of the body.35
Forming a landscape from bodies is facilitated when
the body is represented in fragments, creating an
unusual landscape from the familiar form of the
person. By abstracting the human form to mimic
landscape elements, the multi-sensory environments
that a body can experience become fragmented as
well. The process of capturing man as landscapes
creates a visual dialogue between physical bodies, the
land around them, and our experiences of the two.
In Tengo Sed (“I’m Thirsty”) (fig. 17), the title’s despair

Body as landscape

their bodies by cutting hair, applying makeup,
layering clothing, piercing, and tattooing - much
as humans modify the landscapes they inhabit. As
a landscape, the body becomes experiential and
nonrepresentational. When the body and its forms
are intentionally abstracted and modified, they
create a topography akin to the natural and changing
geography around us.

23

Body as landscape
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utilizes the thin lines of the figure to mimic the
dynamic swirling and jointed nature of his famous
kinetic sculptures. He invokes a sense of suspended
movement through a two-dimensional, two-tone
landscape of white and yellow. The spiral motifs of the
body are reminiscent of an organic plant sprouting
from the barren earth or monumental geoglyphs
found in archaeological landscapes.

In Georges Rouault’s piece Among so many different
commands lies the beautiful task of sowing on a
hostile earth, from Miséréré (fig.18), a man becomes
a mountain. The aquatint blends the foreground into
the background to link the body and the land without
a clear boundary. The man’s back and shoulders,
geometrically divided by heavy solid line-work,
transform him into a mountainous terrain with
planar chunks of musculature like granite outcrops.
The weight of the figure enhances the feeling of
permanence and immovability.

Marc Chagall’s“ Madame Moineau” (fig. 20) presents
the Sparrow Woman as a monument, mountain, or
dreamscape. She is simultaneously human, animal,
and abstraction as her body becomes part of the
sparrow that forms her breasts. The calligraphic line
leaves the shape open-ended. The chest and heart
are a void. The simplified pine tree is floating in an
unidentifiable empty plane or dreamscape, so there
is no grounding element for the woman’s form. In this
work, we see psychopomp representational imagery
in a semi-abstracted environment that blends body,
landscape, and psyche into one.36

In Untitled (Wire Figure) (fig. 19) Alexander Calder

Fig. 19. Alexander Calder,
Untitled (Wire Figure)

Body as landscape

Fig. 18. Georges Rouault, Among so many different
commands lies the beautiful task of sowing on a hostile
earth, from Miséréré, 1926

is amplified by the style of the linoleum cut print
where harsh angular lines of ink resonate with the
barren and unforgiving desert. The main subject of
the image is a nude man presented with a desperate
body scorched by unforgiving light. He petitions the
sky for rain. The parched figure becomes part of a
desiccated landscape. His human body mirrored in
the dead twisted shrub before him.

This section pushes the boundaries of landscape into
individual corporeal experience. Consider how one’s
own body interacts with the works throughout the
show to create the landscape that is the art gallery.
This collection of works compel us to draw upon
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BLOOMING REDEFINITIONS

istorically, landscape exhibitions have showcased traditional forms of art that present views of
nature. Land•scape: Redefining Landscapes from the UWM Art Collection challenges the commonly held
assumption of landscape as a romantic genre of art. Installations exploring deconstruction, ephemerality,
power relationships, and human bodies challenge simplistic approaches to landscapes in art. Moreover, each
reconceptualization of landscape pushes visitors to consider the world around them and their place in it.

In “Deconstructed Landscape,” observation propagates into participation as viewers reconstruct their
own subjective landscapes from the selected artworks. Through this experience of composing a subjective
composition, the constructed nature of a landscape comes to the fore. “Ephemeral Embodiment of Landscape”
incorporates large-scale, abstract, and layered artworks to highlight the dynamic quality of landscapes and
the act of discovery in the embodiment of landscapes. “Power and Landscapes” reveals the tensions between
humanity, nature, and the act of capturing them in art. Finally, “Body as Landscape” connects bodies with
land as organic masses of design intrinsic to worldly multi-sensory experiences. Bodies activate the humanity
present in the landscape, not just as figures within nature, but by being physically and visually interconnected
to the land. Just as each artwork presented in Land•scape showcases a distinct reconceptualizing of
landscape, this exhibition aims to facilitate a visitor experience that allows one to explore and reevaluate their
own relationship with surrounding environments.
Fig. 20. Marc Chagall,“ Madame Moineau” The Sparrow
Woman, from Dead Souls, 1923/27 published 1948

Blooming Landscape Redefinitions

Body as landscape

imagination, personal memories, and experiences
of sensations and sounds. Here we are encouraged
to consider what part a body plays in the aesthetic
experience of “-scapes.”
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mediator between the conscious and unconscious
realms and can be symbolically personified by a wise
man/woman.
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Fig. 13. Steve Rademan, Greens Bed,
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Fig. 10. Colin Self, Blackbird II, from
Prelude to 1000 Temporary Objects
of our Time, 1971, Etching, Gift of Mr.
Victor Dorman, 1980.024
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Fig. 11. Stanley Jones, Untitled, 1969.
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Fig. 18. Georges Rouault, Among
so many different commands lies
the beautiful task of sowing on a
hostile earth, from Miséréré, 1926,
Aquatint, Gift of Mr. Leonard
Scheller, 1972.136.01

Fig. 19. Alexander Calder, Untitled
(Wire Figure), 1944, Color
lithograph, Gift of Virginia Jones
Maher and J. Thomas Maher III,
2011.001.03

Fig. 20. Marc Chagall,“ Madame
Moineau” The Sparrow Woman,
from Dead Souls, 1923/27
published 1948, Hard ground
etching, Bequest of Blanche and
Henry Rosenberg, 1974.062
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Fig. 8. Charles Thwaites, Century
Plant, 1942, Oil painting on
masonite, Gift of the WPA, 1986.
036.01

* Note: All works are from the UWM Art Collection unless
otherwise noted.
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